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About This Game

Fast, explosive offensive action, we have it all in our Canadian gridiron simulation title that brings to fans everything they love
about how Canucks have been playing the game for more than 100 years. That means 12 players, 3 downs, 20 seconds, and no

fair catch eh.

  Complete professional Canadian football rule set.

  Playable with an optional subset of American rules.

  Quick Season mode that tracks full team and individual player statistics.

  Practice mode.

  All 9 Canadian football cities each with their own unique stadium.

  Includes template files for creating 10, 16, and 32 team leagues.

  Gamepad control - XBox 360 Controller for Windows highly recommended. Mouse support only in the Play Designer.

  Full 3D DirectX 11 graphics*.
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  Physics based tackles and ball mechanics.

  Full motion capture animation.

  Open source team files in xml and png formats. Easily customize the game with any popular editing tools.

  Single or Multiplayer.

Canadian Football 2017 for the PC desktop provides the same core gameplay as the console edition, but includes open source
team uniform and roster files allowing for complete customization via 3rd party tools. The PC edition also includes a complete

play designer built into the game.

*The game can be set to play with DirectX9 mode for older machines but with some visual differences.
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Title: Canadian Football 2017
Genre: Indie, Sports
Developer:
Canuck Play Inc.
Publisher:
Canuck Play Inc.
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or better (Windows 8.x not recommended).

Processor: i5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 720 or Better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Any Windows sound card and up to date driver.

Additional Notes: 2GB memory does not account for the memory required to effective run 64bit Windows. An XBox 360
Wired Controller is required. Mouse and Keyboard is not supported except for the in-game play designer.

English
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game so good, but i want animation like Shogun 2. My first Ep. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=AFNXHcvoW1w

Its a good game so far, a few errors with inventory and such but do not let the slow start fool you. Things get interesting. I
cannot wait for it to fully done. If you enjoy this kind of first person suspense horror, than you should be happy :). Very good
and challenging platformer for players who strive for perfection!
Every level is about 5 to 15 seconds long. It is in fact a bit like "10 Second Ninja", but then a bit more different.

You have to hit them buttons timed and fast to beat the pro time of the level and to collect all squares meanwhile.
What I don't like here is that you can seperately beat the time and in another run collect all squares without the pro time to get
the full progression achievement. There is NO reward for beating the pro time AND collecting all squares in the same run.

What I also don't like is that you can complete the level with a very bad time and without collecting any squares, in short: being
awful at the game and still progress to all levels in the game. Players who're not up to this hard difficulty can play through all
levels with caution. But in my opinion they won't have much fun. This game is all about getting the best time out of a level by
40% skill (concentration, reaction), 10% wits (creativity and intelligence how to get the best time) and 50% endurance
(repetition and memorising).

What I could critisize here is that you literally imprint the level into your fingers for muscle memory and after several tries
finally succeed. There is no possibility as in other games that, once you have the game skill you have all you need for what is
coming, no, you won't be able to beat the pro time at the first try. Firstly you cannot look that far to plan your way and secondly
you have to analyse the level to find out how to save time. For example and this makes the aspect of memorising even worse is
that some levels have timed lasers which you can only pass at the right time. The clock starts when you pass the start line, but
the lasers are spawned before the clock runs. So, in some levels in fact you have to wait about 0,5s to 1s before the start line,
then run furiously into the level to have the laser at the end of it timed right that you can pass. If you don't hit the right waiting
time at the start you either get burned or you have to wait while the clock is running. In both cases don't get the pro time even
though you performed a perfect button hit series.

Memorising is even more important for the speedrun mode which activates after beating the 9 levels of a set. In the speedrun
mode you run through all levels of a set in a row and try to hit the best time. Here the effect of memorising gets an additional
big impact on your result. Just imprint these levels into your mind and fingers by repetition and finally succeed. This aspect
never appealed to me as I find this to be more work than fun. For me this a waste of time, but for others maybe the real
challenge.

I'm not saying that these reasons/arguments make the game bad. I'm just saying, that this game is not for everyone.
But if you like difficult challenges and speedrun perfection in a platformer like me then this game is for you!. I actually really
enjoy this game platform, however, it is extremely rough. I feel the dev's have a good start for a potentially very enjoyable
game, and would love to see it take off.

(Please dev[s] contact me, or update me on if this game is just a dead end or if you are still working on it. I would love to hear
what you are doing with this and to help suggest things for updates.). picked up for 49p because it was on sale, pretty generic
game, controls are pretty choppy too, not as smooth as i'd like them to be. A very enjoyable bullet hell shooter with a hell of a
lot happening on screen and quite a lot of replayability. A bit tight fisted with only 5 levels, but for its price it is totally worth the
outlay.. LE JEUX LAG PLUS ENFIN. Well that was interesting, the voice acting was funny but this game is too much, too
much for seb to handle so I wouldn't recommend it for Seb. Seb if you read this don't play it.
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So, this game has a few problems. Honestly it feels like it's still early access. It's kinda buggy, lots of clipping textures, a lot of
items that don't do anything or aren't used for anything, a bunch of clearly unimplemented features, the combat is boring, and
can mostly be done by spamming left click and occasionally dodging. It feels pretty sparse in terms of content, lots of
frameworks for features and places for content to be, but not much actual content within. The voice acting isn't great, and is also
inconsistent as to what is and isn't voiced, on occasion cutscenes and conversations will switch back and forth between voiced
and unvoiced in the same scene. The game is generally unpolished, and somewhat frustrating at times. THAT BEING SAID.....
This game is incredibly charming and fun, all the characters are interesting and enjoyable to interact with. I really look forward
to what Pathea will do with the framework that they have put up, and the content that is sure to come in the next few
months\/years. This game is very much worth the price tag, and more so if purchased on sale.. I clearly just can recommend this
game to everyone who loves Visual Novels and looks for one with an interesting and catching story.

Furthermore do I have to say that I just fell in love with this beautiful master piece ♥♥♥ Eager and curious did I followed this
project on FurAffinity. Of course didn't I knew what I would get myself into as I first started this game but I have clearly no
regrets. ♥
This game doesn't just comes with an unbelievable beautiful music one could listen for hours or backgrounds that are so full of
details and love or so many interesting and lovable characters, no it has one most interesting and amazing thinsg that I have ever
experienced in a visual novel: brilliant and lovable facesets. They are just so detailed and perfectly show the characters emotions
(which are sometimes quite funny and mostly rather relatable) thanks to dynamic change of expressions while they talk.

P.S.♥ I can' wait for chapter 2! ♥. For the 2$ worth less than 3 minutes experience... not worth. Maybe for free yes.. It Game is
for god!!! VEry nIce GaMe. 10 bucks ? For a tileset like this ? you will be able to make a bedroom... nothing else...
don't buy that.... Edit: Certain people seem clueless to the fact that a game needs to have good single player if it doesn't have
online multiplayer. This game's single player is horrible and is not worth the price of the game at all. I wasn't looking for a game
to play with friends. I was looking into a game that plays well single player. And the fact they need you to sign in to your steam
account to prove you have the game to play with other people... That's beyond stupid. This game is bad unless you live in a
condensed neighborhood where all your friends live within 4 miles of you. Then you might MIGHT get some enjoyment out of
this game. Go get better versions of this game. This is a common genre on Steam and I suggest you look into better ones.

Without online multiplayer this game has you rely on hooking up gamepads and playing with local friends. Not to mention it
forces you to create\/sync up a steam account. Which can be good but without an online mode this seems rather pointless other
than character looks. Main issues is that it's not very user friendly and what if you don't have any local friends? Well you have
the AI but that does get boring quick. I'd not recommend it until some sort of online feature is implemented.. I thoroughly
enjoyed Thronebreaker, and give it a full 10\/10. It's really quite brilliant.

The writing is superb, and the voice acting really brings the story to life.

As for Gwent, well, it's much improved over the original Witcher 3 version, and the battles in Thronebreaker are tailored to fit
the story, with special cards and rules. I rarely got bored in the 55 hours it took me to finish.

Make no mistake, this is another epic tale from the Witcher universe, and a highly recommend it....

...but a couple of things worth knowing before you buy:
1. Witchers feature very little in Thronebreaker. This is more a story of rulers and their armies.
2. If you buy Thronebreaker on Steam, you can't unlock the perks in Gwent on GOG. You'll need to buy the GOG version to do
that.
. Can confirm it's better than fs19
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